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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Among  the  various  methods  for the solution  of  population  balances  (PB)  equations,  the  moments  based
methods  are  some  of  the  most  successful  and popular.  Moment  based  methods  have  demonstrated  advan-
tages  such  as  reduced  computational  effort  especially  for applications  that  couple  population  balance
(PB)  simulation  with  computational  ﬂuid  dynamics  (CFD).  The methods,  however,  suffers  from  two  main
drawbacks:  the  inability  to  yield  the number  density  directly  and limitation  to  system  models  that  only
consider  size  independent  growth  expression  and  certain  breakage  and  aggregation  kernels.  This  articleeywords:
opulation balance equation
ize  independent growth
reakage
ggregation
omputational  ﬂuid dynamics (CFD)
xtended method of moments (EMOM)
presents  an  extension  to  the  standard  MOM  (SMOM),  the  extended  method  of moment  (EMOM),  which
not  only  allows  the  prediction  of the  number  density  directly  in most  cases,  but  also  makes  it applicable
to  systems  with  size  dependent  growth  and  any  particle  aggregation  and  breakage  kernels.  The method
is  illustrated  and tested  by reference  to  case  studies  that  were  well  studied  systems  in  the literature.
© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.. Introduction
Population balance equations (PBE) are widely used as mod-
lling tools for particulate systems that estimate the dynamic
volution of particle size distribution (PSD) as a function of process
perating conditions (Ramkrishna, 2000). They have been used in
rystallization, granulation and milling to support process design,
ptimization and control. Analytical solutions of PBE are available
or only special cases. Therefore, numerical methods are usually
mployed for the solution of most population balance equations.
hese numerical methods can be broadly classiﬁed into two  main
ategories: the class of the methods that solve directly for the num-
er density (e.g. the least square method (Zhu, Dorao, & Jakobsen,
008), Monte Carlo methods (Lin, Lee, & Matsoukas, 2002), the
Abbreviations: AD-QMOM, automatic differentiation-based QMOM;  CFD, com-
utational ﬂuid dynamics; EMOM,  extended method of moments; PB, population
alance; PBE, population balance equation; PSD, particle size distribution; PD,
roduct-difference; QMOM,  Quadrature Method of Moments; DQMOM, Direct
uadrature Method of Moments; MOM,  method of moments; SMOM,  standard
ethod  of moments; SQMOM, Sectional Quadrature Method of Moments.
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E-mail  address: x.z.wang@leeds.ac.uk (X.Z. Wang).
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Open access under CC BY license.discrete population balance (DPB) methods (Hounslow, Ryall, &
Marshall, 1988; Kumar & Ramkrishna, 1996), etc.) and the class of
methods that solve for the moments of the number density (Diemer
& Olson, 2002; McGraw, 1997; Randolph & Larson, 1971). The DPB
methods (also known as the classes or sectional methods) are the
most successful methods for the solution of the population bal-
ance equations (Sommer, Stenger, Peukert, & Wagner, 2006). DPB
methods involve the discretisation of the size domain into discrete
intervals or classes. The main advantage of DPB methods is that
they give the size distribution directly while the main disadvan-
tages are the high computational resources required and the classes
must be deﬁned a priori (Ansys Inc, 2009; Marchisio & Fox, 2005;
Ramkrishna, 2000).
An  alternative to the DPB is the method of moments (MOM)
which was ﬁrst developed by Randolph and Larson (1971) and
Hulburt and Katz (1964). Moment methods involve the conver-
sion of the PBE to equations in terms of the moments of the
number density. MOMs  therefore have better computational efﬁ-
ciency compared to the DPB and other approaches especially
for process ﬂowsheet simulations and coupling with ﬂuid ﬂows.
The MOM  solve for the moments in place of the size full dis-
tribution and in some instances the moments are sufﬁcient for
the application or all that are required for comparison with
2 A.  Falola et al. / Computers and Chem
Notations
a(L) breakage kernel
b(L|)  breakage daughter cells distribution function
B(L; t) particle birth term, m−4 s−1
B0(L; t) nucleation rate, m−4 s−1
D(L; t) particle death term, m−4 s−1
G(L) growth rate, m/s
Iagg intensity of aggregation
L  particle characteristic length, m
L¯ mean  particle length, m
n(L;  t) length-based number density, #/m3 m
ni discrete number density at length Li
t time, s
Greek letters
ˇ(L,  ) length based aggregation kernel
 particle length
ı  Dirac delta function
 the kth moment of the number density distribution
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where B¯k(k) is the source terms due to birth of particles, D¯k(k) is
the source term due to death of particles and k is the kth momentk
  particle length standard deviation
xperimental data (Diemer & Olson, 2002; Marchisio, 2003). The
tandard method of moments developed by Randolph and Larson
1971) and Hulburt and Katz (1964) is limited to speciﬁc growth
ate expression, breakage and aggregation kernels; therefore it
as very limited applications. This is because for most growth
ate expressions, breakage and aggregation kernels, the moments
quations are not closed. There are generally three approaches for
losing the moment equations: (1) Assuming the functional form of
he size distribution is known a priori (Lee, 1983; Pratsinis, 1988),
2) Moment interpolation or assumption of functional dependence
f moments e.g. the MOMIC  approach (Frenklach, 2002, 2010) and
3) Moment inversion (Diemer & Olson, 2002; McGraw, 1997).
pproach (1) is very limited because for many particulate pro-
esses, the functional forms of the size distributions are not known
 priori (Diemer & Olson, 2002; Frenklach, 2010). Of all the three
pproaches, the third approach is the most popular and includes
ethods such as Quadrature Method of Moments (QMOM) and the
oment methodology according to Diemer and Olson (2002).
The  QMOM approach is arguably the most successful and widely
pplied moment methodology approach and has been applied
or simulation of various particulate processes as well as in ﬂuid
ow simulation of particulate processes (Marchisio, Pikturna, Fox,
igil, & Barresi, 2003; Marchisio, Vigil, & Fox, 2003a; Marchisio,
igil, & Fox, 2003b). The QMOM method was ﬁrst developed by
cGraw (1997) but further developed by Marchisio and co-workers
Marchisio, 2003; Marchisio, Pikturna, et al., 2003). The QMOM
pproach provides general closure for the moment equation using
he Gaussian quadrature approximations which can be calculated
sing the product-difference (PD) algorithm (Marchisio, Pikturna,
t al., 2003; McGraw, 1997). In the QMOM approach, the un-closed
ntegrals in the moment equations are approximated by summa-
ions using the Gaussian quadrature weights and abscissas. Several
ther variants of the QMOM have also been developed to further
mprove the approach and examples include the Direct Quadrature
ethod of Moment (DQMOM) (Marchisio & Fox, 2005), Sectional
uadrature Method of Moments (SQMOM) (Attarakih, Drumm, &
art, 2009) and Extended Quadrature Method of Moments (Yuan,
aurent, & Fox, 2012).In  this work, a new methodology, the extended method of
oment (EMOM), is proposed which is based on the direct
econstruction of the size distribution from the moments and
hen application of numerical integration to close the momentical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11
equations.  The method is somewhat similar to the QMOM approach
in that the moment is ﬁrst inverted in both approaches but differ-
ent because the result of the inversion is the number density in
EMOM while it is the Gaussian Quadrature approximation in the
QMOM.  Therefore, in most cases, the number density is tracked
directly as well as the moments. The method presented here is also
easier to understand and implement than QMOM and offers added
ﬂexibilities because any number of moments can be tracked unlike
in QMOM where only even number of moments must be tracked.
The required computational time for the EMOM approach is com-
parable (sometimes smaller) than that of the QMOM approach. The
authors believe that the QMOM approach will continue to be useful
for particulate process simulation but the method presented here
offers the additional advantages described above.
2. PBEs and solution methods
2.1. General population balance equation
The general population balance equation for a batch system,
assuming no variation in external coordinates and particle size as
the only internal coordinate, is (Marchisio & Fox, 2005; Marchisio,
Pikturna, et al., 2003; Marchisio et al., 2003a; Randolph & Larson,
1971):
∂n(L; t)
∂t
+ ∂(G(L)n(L; t))
∂L
= B(L; t) − D(L; t) (1)
where n(L; t) is the particle number density, G(L) is the growth rate,
B(L; t) and D(L; t) are the birth and death terms, respectively, due
to breakage, nucleation and aggregation. The expressions for B(L;
t) and D(L; t) are (Marchisio et al., 2003b):
B(L; t) =  ı(L)B0(t)
+ L
2
2
∫ L
0
ˇ((L3 − 3)1/3, )
(L3 − 3)2/3
n((L3 − 3)1/3; t)n(; t)d
+
∫ ∞
L
a()b(L|)n(; t)d (2)
D(L;  t) = n(L; t)
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(L, )n(; t)d + a(L)n(L; t) (3)
where ı is the Dirac delta function, B0 is the nucleation rate, ˇ(L,
) is the length-based aggregation kernel which gives the frequency
that particles of length L and  collide to form particle of length
(L3 + 3)1/3 (assuming particle volumes are proportional to L3 and
additive on aggregation), a(L) is the length-based breakage kernel
which gives the rate of breakage of particle of length L and b(L|)
is the daughter size distribution function on breakage of particle of
length  (Marchisio, 2003; Marchisio & Fox, 2005).
Eq. (1) can be converted to equations in terms of moments of
the number density function by multiplying through by Lk and inte-
grating from 0 to ∞ with respect to L (Marchisio, 2003; Randolph
& Larson, 1971). On simpliﬁcation, the equation reduces to
dk
dt
=  ı(k)B0(t) +
∫ ∞
0
kLk−1G(L)n(L; t)dL + B¯k(t) − D¯k(t) (4)of the number density deﬁned by:
k =
∫ ∞
0
Lkn(L, t)dL (5)
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he expressions for B¯k(k) and D¯k(k) respectively are (Marchisio
t al., 2003b):
¯ k(t) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
n(; t)
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(u, )(u3 + 3)k/3n(u, t)dud
+
∫ ∞
0
a()
(∫ ∞
0
Lkb(L|)dL
)
n(; t)d (6)
¯ k(t) =
∫ ∞
0
Lkn(L; t)
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(L, )n(, t)ddL +
∫ ∞
0
Lka(L)n(L; t)dL
(7)
.2. Extended method of moment (EMOM)
The EMOM approach makes use of the combination of the dis-
rete reconstruction of size distributions from low order moments
nd numerical integration to close the moment equations. Sev-
ral methods have been proposed for the inversion of particle
istributions from its low order moments (Flood, 2002; Pope,
976; Randolph & Larson, 1971). Therefore, instead of using the
uadrature inversion in QMOM to close the moment form of the
opulation balance equation, it is possible to close the moment
ntegrals using the distributions inverted from the moments. This
ot only provides a method to adequately track the moments of the
istribution but also serves as a way of tracking the distributions
irectly in most cases (reason for limitation explained below).
The  new approach consists of three steps (1) Reconstruction of
ize distribution from moments, (2) Closure of moment form of
opulation balance equation using the reconstructed size distribu-
ion and (3) Solution of the resulting sets of ordinary differential
quations. Reconstruction of size distribution from moment gives
 discrete set of number densities ni at different particle sizes Li.
he following sub-sections contain detailed description of each of
he steps.
Fig. 1. Comparison of the reconstructed distribution (bar plot) using 4–9 mical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11 3
2.2.1. Inverting moments to obtain PSD
There are many methods for the recovery of the size distribu-
tion from the low-order moments of the distribution (Flood, 2002;
Pope, 1976; Randolph & Larson, 1971). One of such methods utilizes
the expansion of the size distribution as a function of a gamma dis-
tribution involving Laguerre polynomials with moment-dependent
coefﬁcients (Randolph & Larson, 1971). The parameters of the lead-
ing gamma  distribution are matched with the ﬁrst three moments
(0, 1 and 2) with the polynomial corrections having coefﬁcients
dependent only on the moments of order 3 and higher. This method
has the tendency to produce oscillations (even if the original distri-
bution is a gamma  distribution) especially with increasing number
of terms making it of no practical value (Randolph & Larson, 1971).
A more elegant method is based on the use of the “statistically most
probable” distribution for turbulent ﬂames to obtain the most likely
size distribution given a set of moments (Ansys Inc, 2009; Baldyga
& Orciuch, 2001; Pope, 1976). Given N moments of a distribution,
the most probable distribution can be obtained by either a solu-
tion of N system of non-linear equations or non-linear least square
minimization using globally convergent algorithms. The method
however requires signiﬁcant computational resources and time and
is therefore not suitable for the purpose here since size distribu-
tions studied here are evolving and the reconstruction is carried
out numerous times.
Perhaps  a less elegant but more useful method that will be
employed in this work is based on the discrete approximations of
the moment equations (Flood, 2002; Randolph & Larson, 1971). The
integral in the kth moment given in Eq. (5) can be approximated by
a ﬁrst-order approximation as (Randolph & Larson, 1971):
k =
N∑
i=1
niL¯
k
i Li, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (8)where ni is the approximate value of the number density at mid-
point L¯i of a size range Li. Eq. (8) can then be written as a linear
combination of the N ordinate values of the distribution {ni} and
oments with original distribution according to Eq. (16) (solid line).
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dicting unreasonable distributions. In the rare cases where using
high number of moments does not resolve the non-uniqueness of
the distribution, it cannot be guaranteed that the right distribution
will be obtained by the inversion algorithm.
Table 1
First  six moments of the distribution in Eq. (16).
 1.00  4.461 × 108A.  Falola et al. / Computers and
herefore the sets of N moments (sets of moments to (N − 1)th
rder) can be written in matrix notation as:
k = A · n (9)
here A is the matrix of elements ak,i and
k,i = L¯ki Li, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (10)
he number density function can then be obtained directly from
q. (9) using an efﬁcient linear equation solver (e.g. Gaussian elim-
nation or LU factorization). The method outlined above is very
uccessful at predicting the number density and has been success-
ully applied for several systems (Flood, 2002) but it is ﬁrst order
ccurate because of the nature of the discretisation of the moment
quations (Eq. (8)) and can be improved by using a second-order
iscretisation of the moment integral. A second-order approxima-
ion (Trapezoidal rule) of the kth moment integral is:
k =
N∑
i=1
niL
k
i
+ ni+1Lki+1
2
Li, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (11)
q. (11) can also be expressed as a set of linear equations (Eq. (9))
ut now the matrix A has elements:
k,i =
{
Lk
i
Li/2 i = 1 or i = N
Lk
i
Li otherwise
(12)
he linear equation obtained can then be solved as before to obtain
he approximated number density. In order to make use of the
ethod, it is important to choose an optimal range for L for the
iscretization. The range of discretization should be as narrow as
ossible in order to get a good reﬁnement in the region where the
umber density is signiﬁcant and ignore the regions where the
umber density is negligible. Care must however be taken while
hoosing the range of discretization because for higher moments
hose regions outside this range can be very important (Flood, 2002;
andolph & Larson, 1971). Flood (2002) suggested a range of −2.4
nd + 3.0 of the standard deviations from the mean of the distribu-
ion to take into account 99.9% of the particles in the distributions.
he mean and standard deviation of a particle distribution can be
alculated from the moments as;
¯ = 2
1
(13)
 = (2 − L¯2)1/2 (14)
he limits of length are then calculated as:
Lmin = L¯  − 2.4
Lmax = L¯  + 3.0
(15)
The size is then discretized (in this case uniformly) into N inter-
als if using the ﬁrst-order approximation or N − 1 intervals if using
he second order approximation. This directly yields the L¯i and Li
rom which the elements of the matrix A can be calculated thereby
ielding ni. The set of {Li, ni} is therefore the inverse of the sets
f moments. To test the method, we used the same distribution
tudied by (Flood, 2002) and given by:
(L) = 0.0399 exp
(
−(L − 50)2
200
)
(16)
The ﬁrst 10 moments of the distribution given by Eq. (16) are
hown in Table 1. Fig. 1 represents the distribution reconstructed
sing four to nine moments of the distribution. There is good agree-
ent between the reconstructed distributions and the original
istribution, while using four to eight moments gave better agree-
ent with increasing number of moments. Using more than eightical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11
moments  does not improve the reconstructed moments and unrea-
sonable negative values were obtained for the distribution if more
than nine moments were employed for the reconstruction. For
comparison, unreasonable distributions were reconstructed using
the original arithmetic mean method of Flood (2002) by using more
than six moments.
The  method was also tested using a more complex bimodal dis-
tribution given below:
n(L) = 0.0399 exp
(
−(L − 50)2
200
)
+ 0.0199 exp
(
−(L − 100)2
200
)
(17)
Fig. 2 shows the distribution reconstructed using 8–13 moments
of the distribution in Eq. (17). There is excellent agreement between
the original distribution and all the reconstructed distributions.
Unreasonable negative distribution values were obtained using
more than 13 moments in this case. For comparison, unreasonable
negative values were obtained when more than 11 moments were
used with Flood’s original method (Flood, 2002).
It is clear from the foregoing that the modiﬁcation of the inver-
sion method presented in this work makes the method more stable
than the original method reviewed by Flood (2002) as it allows the
use of more moments before unreasonable values for the distri-
bution are obtained. Randolph and Larson (1971) and (Flood, 2002)
suggested 4–6 moments as being suitable for inversion of moments
with a higher number of moments yielding unsuitable negative val-
ues. The unsuitable negative values of the distribution obtained
using higher number of moments were explained by Randolph and
Larson (1971) to be due to higher moments unduly weighting the
distribution towards the larger sizes while Flood (2002) attributed
this to the possibility of different distributions (both positive and
negative) having similar set of moments. As shown above, applying
a more accurate approximation in the discrete reconstruction of the
size distribution allows the use of more moments. This supported
the explanation given by Randolph and Larson (1971) that the insta-
bility experienced, if a large number of moments is used for the
reconstruction, is caused by the undue weighting of the upper end
of the distribution. If the instability experienced when using a larger
number of moments is due to the possibility of different distribu-
tions having similar sets of moments, the use of a more accurate
discretization for the reconstruction should not change the num-
ber of moments at which the instability occurs. The discretisation
employed in EMOM increases the number of the moment at which
the instability occurs, thereby allowing the use of a larger number
of moments compared to Flood’s original approach.
The main limitation with the above approach is due to the fact
that certain distributions cannot be uniquely identiﬁed by their
integral moments especially for lower order moments (McGraw,
Nemesure, & Schwartz, 1998; White, 1990). Therefore, by using
more moments, the likelihood of predicting the wrong distribu-
tion is reduced which is an advantage of the modiﬁcation above
since it allows the use of higher number of moments without pre-0 5
1 50.12 6 2.620 × 1010
2 2606.12 7 1.578 × 1012
3 1.403 × 105 8 9.701 × 1013
4 7.799 × 106 9 6.110 × 1015
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(Fig. 2. Comparison of the reconstructed (bar plot) using 8–1
.2.2. Moment closure for EMOM
After recovering the length Li and corresponding number den-
ity ni from N low order moments, the integrals on the RHS of Eq. (4)
an then be approximated using any suitable numerical method.
rapezoidal numerical method is employed in this work. Other
ethods like Simpson’s method could have been employed to fur-
her improve the accuracy of the method but Trapezoidal method is
hosen by the authors because it is easily implemented and allows
he tracking of both even and odd number of moments unlike
he Simpson’s rule where the number subintervals must be even
Dahlquist & Björck, 2003). This would have imposed restriction of
Fig. 3. Evolution of the scaled moment with time for the ﬁrst six moments predents to original bimodal distribution in Eq. (17) (solid line).
tracking only odd number of moments on the procedure. Given a
set of N moments, the moment inversion method described above
can be used to obtain N sets of discrete number densities ni and
abscissas Li. Using these, the moment equations can then be closed
by approximating the integrals using Trapezoidal rule as follows:
1.  Growth law source term:∫ ∞
0
kLk−1G(L)n(L; t)dL = k  L
2
(
Lk−11 G(L1)n1 + 2
N−1∑
i=2
Lk−1
i
G(Li)ni + Lk−1N G(LN )nN
)
(18)
icted by EMOM (the marked points) and analytical solutions (solid lines).
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2. Aggregation source term:
1
2
∫ ∞
0
n(; t)
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(u, )(3 + u3)k/3n(u, t)du d
−
∫ ∞
0
Lkn(L; t)
∞∫
0
ˇ(L, )n(, t)ddL
= L
4
(
f (k)1 n1 + f
(k)
N nN + 2
N−1∑
i=2
f (k)
i
ni
)
− L
2
(
Lk1n1g
(k)
1 + LkNnNg
(k)
N + 2
N−2∑
i=2
Lki nig
(k)
i
)
(19)
here
(k)
i
=
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(L, Li)(L
3 + L3i )
k/3
n(L, t)dL
≈ L
2
(ˇ(L1, Li)(L1
3 + Li3)
k/3
n1 + ˇ(LN, Li)(LN3 + Li3)
k/3
nN
+ 2 ∗
N−2∑
j=2
ˇ(Lj, Li)(Lj
3 + Li3)
k/3
nN) (20)
(k)
i
=
∫ ∞
0
ˇ(L, )n(, t)d
≈ L
2
⎛
⎝ˇ(Li, L1)n1 + ˇ(Li, LN)nN + 2N−1∑
j=2
ˇ(Li, Lj)nj
⎞
⎠ (21)
3. Breakage source term:
∞
0
a()
⎛
⎝ ∞∫
0
Lkb(L|)dL
⎞
⎠n(; t)d
−
∫ ∞
0
Lka(L)n(L; t)dL
≈ L
2
(
a1h
(k)
1 n1 + aNh
(k)
N nN + 2
N−1∑
i=2
aih
(k)
i
ni
)
− L
2
(
Lk1a1n1 + LkNaNnN + 2
N−1∑
i=2
Lki aini
)
here
(k)
i
=
∫ ∞
0
Lkb(L|Li)dL (22)
i = a(Li) (23)
or most breakage daughter cells distribution function b(L|), the
ntegral in Eq. (22) can be computed analytically but can also be
omputed numerically in the few cases when the analytical solu-
ions are not available.
It  should be noted that the closure proposed above is still valid
ven when an alternate distribution is obtained from the moment
nversion algorithm due to the non-uniqueness of the moment
nversion problem in some cases. This is because distributions with
he same moments generally have identical integral propertiesical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11
(McGraw  et al., 1998) and the closure proposed above involve the
calculation of integral properties.
2.2.3.  Solution of resulting ODEs
After resolving the RHS of Eq. (4) using the expressions proposed
above, the problem reduces to that of solving sets of ODEs which
can be achieved with any suitable ODE solver. For the examples pre-
sented in this work, the ode15s solver in MATLAB version R2012a
was used. The solver is a variable order solver based on the back-
ward differentiation formulas (BDFs) and is capable of solving both
stiff and non-stiff differential equations. The method is preferred
to other non-stiff solvers because sometimes the system of ODEs
obtained on closing Eq. (4) is stiff and the non-stiff solvers failed.
For the examples given below, the absolute and relative tolerances
used for the ODE solver are respectively 1 × 10−6 and 1 × 10−9.
3. Examples
The method presented in this work is validated with the follow-
ing sets of examples comprising most of the mechanisms found in
general particle population balance models: growth, aggregation
and breakage. The examples are validated by comparison with ana-
lytical solution, where available, and/or predictions obtained from
the QMOM approach programmed by the authors.
3.1. Size dependent growth rate
The case of size independent growth rate has been well treated
in the literature, therefore the ﬁrst example of the application of
the EMOM is the size dependent, non-nucleating, non-aggregating
and non-breaking case treated by Flood (2002). For this case the
growth rate expression is:
G(L) = 1 + 0.002L m/min  (24)
Using EMOM,  the problem can be formulated in close form as
dk
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
kLk−1G(L)n(L; t)dL
≈ k L
2
(
Lk1G(L1)n1 + 2
N−1∑
i=2
Lki G(Li)ni + LkNG(LN)nN
)
(25)
where the ni and Li are obtained from moment inversion. Using the
same initial condition used by Flood (2002):
n0(L) = 0.0399e−(L−50)
2/200 (26)
For this system, analytical solution was obtained by Flood (2002)
using the method of characteristic as:
n(L; t) = n0((L + 500 − 500e0.002t)e−0.002t)e−0.002t (27)
From Eq. (27), the moments can be determined numerically.
Fig. 3 shows the ﬁrst 6 moments predicted with EMOM and the
moments calculated from the analytical solution. The ﬁgure shows
excellent agreement between the moments predicted by EMOM
and the analytical solution. The predictions for QMOM were also
obtained but not presented here but are generally similar to the pre-
dictions obtained using EMOM.  As expected for a non-nucleating
system, the total number of particles is constant therefore 0 is
constant in Fig. 3. The computation time for the EMOM was  0.082 s
on an Intel Core-i5 2.56 GHz Windows PC while the simulation time
for QMOM on the same computer was 0.120 s. This shows the sig-
niﬁcant reduction in time by employing the EMOM compared with
the QMOM.
The percentage errors in the EMOM predictions decrease with
increase in the order of the moments and Fig. 4 shows the time vari-
ation of the errors in the EMOM prediction for the moment of order
A. Falola et al. / Computers and Chem
Fig. 4. Percentage errors for the zeroth moments for the size-dependent growth
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total particle mass/volume is conserved. Moments of order lower
F
Ease  using EMOM.
 which has the highest deviation from the analytical solution. The
aximum error for the moment of order 0 is 2.87 × 10−5% which
s of the similar order as the absolute tolerance used for the ODE
olver and this shows the level of accuracy of the predictions. As
tated earlier, since the number density is calculated in the process
f solution of the PBE using EMOM,  the number density is predicted
y the EMOM simulation unlike the QMOM where the number den-
ity can only be obtained by inverting the moments which further
ncreases the computation time. Fig. 5 shows the number densities
redicted for t = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min  using the EMOM as
ell as the analytical solution using Eq. (27). The ﬁgure shows the
ig. 5. Time variation of the predicted particle size distribution using EMOM and the analy
MOM  predictions: symbols).ical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11 7
excellent agreement between the number density predicted by the
EMOM simulation and the analytical solution at all times.
3.2.  Aggregating systems
EMOM  can also be used to solve population balance equations
with aggregation. For the purpose of this work, two  aggregation
kernels will be considered:
Constant  aggregation
ˇ(L, ) = ˇ0 (28)
Brownian aggregation
ˇ(L, ) = ˇ0
(L + )2
L
(29)
For the constant kernel, using ˇ0 = 1 m3 s−1, with the initial size
distribution given by:
n0(L) = 3L2
N0
v0
exp
(
− L
3
v0
)
(30)
where N0 = 1 m−3 and v0 = 1 m−3. The analytical solution for the
moment equation is (Hounslow et al., 1988):
k(t) = k(0)
(
2
2 + t
)1−k/3
(31)
Fig. 6 shows the evolution of normalized moments predicted
with EMOM with time for aggregation with constant kernel and the
analytical solution. The ﬁgure clearly shows the excellent agree-
ment of the EMOM predictions with the analytical solution and
QMOM predictions (not shown). From the ﬁgure, it can be noted
that 3 is constant as expected for an aggregation system since thethan three decreases while those of order greater than 3 increases.
For this system, the QMOM is slightly faster, taking 0.0015 s/time-
step while the EMOM took 0.0016 s/time-step for the same system
tical solution PSD for the size-dependent growth system (analytical solution: lines;
8 A.  Falola et al. / Computers and Chem
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Iig. 6. Evolution of normalized moments for aggregation with constant kernel with
ime (lines: analytical solution; symbols: EMOM predictions).
the speed depends on the number of moments being tracked i.e.
he EMOM is actually much faster than QMOM if tracking just 4
oments instead of 6 moments) on the same Intel Core-i5 2.56 GHz
C.
In order to facilitate the ease of comparison with previous work
y Marchisio et al. (2003b), the intensity of aggregation is deﬁned
s (Ilievski & Hounslow, 2004; Marchisio, Pikturna, et al., 2003):agg = 1 − 0(t)
0(0)
(32)
Fig. 7. Variation of percentage error for the EMOM prediction with intensitical Engineering 56 (2013) 1– 11
Fig. 7 shows the percentage deviation in each of the moments
predicted by EMOM compared to the analytical expression given
by Eq. (31). The ﬁgure shows the good accuracy of the predictions
with a maximum percentage error of 2.03 × 10−3% occurring in the
moment of order 5 and no errors for low intensity of aggregation.
Fig. 8 shows the excellent agreement between number density pre-
dicted using the EMOM with 8 moments and the analytical number
density. The stability of the inversion should also be noted despite
the high number of moments used.
For the Brownian aggregation example, Fig. 9 shows the QMOM
and EMOM predictions (the QMOM prediction is used for the vali-
dation because the analytical solution for this system is not known).
Like the constant aggregation case discussed above, the moment of
order 3 is constant as expected while moments of order greater
than 3 increase and those of orders less than 3 decrease. The agree-
ment between the QMOM and EMOM predictions is quite good as
can be noticed from the ﬁgure. The QMOM and EMOM gave almost
identical predictions i.e. the maximum relative deviation of the
EMOM predictions from the QMOM is 0.005. Since the QMOM pre-
dictions have been validated using the Monte-Carlo (MC) method
by Marchisio, Pikturna, et al. (2003), it is therefore safe to say the
EMOM is able to correctly predict the PSD for Brownian aggregation
kernel.
3.3. Breakage systems
To  test EMOM for breakage system, the following breakage ker-
nels and daughter distribution functions were used with the same
initial PSD in Eq. (30).
Power  law breakage kernel
a(L) = L3 (33)
Symmetric fragmentation daughter distribution function
b(L|) = 6L
2
3
(34)
y of aggregation for aggregation with constant kernel (ˇ0 = 1 m3 s−1).
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Fig. 8. Time variation of particle number density predicted using EMOM (marked points) an analytical number density (solid line) for constant aggregation kernel.
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with the analytical number density, as shown in Fig. 11.or this daughter distribution function, the integral in Eq. (22) can
e determined analytically as
(k)
i
=
∫ ∞
0
Lkb(L|Li)dL = 2
∫ ∞
0
Lk
6L2
Li
3
dL = 6L
k
i
3 + k (35)
he analytical solution for this system is (Kumar, 2006):(L; t) = 3L2e−L3(1+t)(1 + t)2 (36)
ig. 9. Variation of normalized moments with time for the Brownian aggregation
ith  ˇ0 = 1 m3 s−1 (line: QMOM prediction; symbols: EMOM predictions).Fig. 10 shows the excellent agreement between the moments
predicted by EMOM and the analytical moments for the system.
The prediction shows that the moment of order 3 is constant as
expected while those of order less than 3 increased and those of
order greater than 3 decreased. The EMOM prediction agreed wellFig. 10. Variation of normalized moments with time for the power law breakage ker-
nel and uniform fragmentation daughter size distribution function (line: analytical
solution;  symbols: EMOM predictions).
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. Conclusions
A  new moment methodology, the extended method of moment
EMOM), for the solution of population balance equations is pre-
ented and validated for a few well studied systems. The method
ogether with the QMOM,  for comparison, has been implemented
n MATLAB. The method has been validated with a few well studied
articulate processes with excellent agreements with the analytical
nd/or QMOM predictions. Where the analytical number densi-
ies is available, the number densities predicted from the method
howed good agreements with the analytical number density.
The  method has several advantages compared to the known
ethods of moments: standard MOM  and Quadrature MOM. Unlike
he SMOM,  EMOM is able to deal with any growth, breakage and
ggregation models. Compared to the QMOM,  EMOM has slightly
ower simulation time but has shown three additional advantages.
The ﬁrst advantage is ease of implementation: inversion of the
oments is much easier to implement in a computer code than
he calculation of the Gaussian quadrature approximations of the
oments in QMOM.  In EMOM the main operation is the solution
f a set linear equations to obtain the number density whereas
he QMOM approach requires the implementation of the product-
ifference (PD) algorithm to obtain the matrix P from the moments
ollowed by the determination of the Jacobi matrix and eigenvec-
ors of the matrix (Marchisio, 2003; Marchisio, Pikturna, et al.,
003).
The second advantage is the ﬂexibility of the method in allow-
ng any number of moments (e.g. 5) to be tracked unlike in QMOM
here the number of tracked moments must be even (e.g. 6
oments or up to 5). In most cases only 5 moments (up to 4)
re needed for comparison with experiments (Diemer & Olson,
002; Marchisio et al., 2003b). Having to track an extra moment
n QMOM unnecessarily increases the computation time which can
e signiﬁcant in CFD applications.
The  third advantage is the fact that the number density is also
redicted directly by EMOM as it is calculated during the simulation points) and analytical number density (solid line) for the breakage example.
procedure.  Therefore, for applications that require the prediction of
number density directly, the EMOM will be a good alternative to the
direct solution of the population balance equation with better accu-
racy and lower computer resources. This will be most appreciated
in a combined PB/CFD simulation.
In  certain cases, more than one distribution can have the same
set of moments, especially low order moments. In such cases, a
higher number of moments should be used so that correct dis-
tributions can be obtained. In some rare cases, the use of higher
moments will not resolve the non-uniqueness of the moment
inversion and the correct distribution cannot be guaranteed to be
reconstructed without further information. Therefore, the limita-
tion of this method is the possibility to predict a different size
distribution, in some limited cases, instead of the true size distri-
bution. In such cases, EMOM can be used to track only moments
like the QMOM method.
For  all the examples simulated by the authors (some not shown
in this work for the purpose of brevity), EMOM was able to correctly
track the evolution of both the size distribution and moments of
the distributions. The log normal distributions (both mono-modal
and bimodal) are commonly used for real particulate size distri-
bution and are known to have the same moments as the Heyde
distributions (Flood, 2002). The inversion method employed by
EMOM correctly obtained the right distributions for the lognormal
cases simulated, except for the instability at a very high number of
moments caused by the undue weighting of the upper end of the
distribution (Randolph & Larson, 1971).
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